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Still creating history
Project information
Artifort invites you to the Artifort showcase in New York during ICFF. An assembly of iconic, modular
and brand new Artifort designs. The show emphasizes affinities and stylistic preferences and offers a
new perspective on the broad range of internationally recognized furniture Artifort has contributed to
design. Whether it being meeting, sitting, waiting or relaxing: Artifort has addressed it with perfect
solutions.
New setup of newly designed modular sofa: Figura
Artifort proudly introduces the newly designed Figura in a surprising setup. Figura’s multifunctional
system can be adapted in an endless number of ways, making it suitable for any interior. When
designing, designer Khodi Feiz aimed to create the kind of sofa that offers the best possible comfort
and relaxation after a long day. Figura is extremely comfortable and suits in both modern and classic
interiors. Its soft, fluid lines are the foundation of Figura’s exceptional elegance.
Inspirational design since 1890
Artifort has been producing furniture that appeals to generation after generation. Before the turn of the
millennium, iconic classics by designers such as Kho Liang Ie, Pierre Paulin and Geoffrey D. Harcourt
RDI had already established the essence of Artifort. And, today it’s no exception, working closely with
leading international designers, Artifort continues its mission of creating future classics. Through its
use of innovative production techniques, Artifort is able to make sustainable high-quality furniture that
fits the desire that create the best experience for residential, work and public areas.
Artifort’s furniture has a soul: it’s part of your home, your office and your life. Design for sitting, waiting,
meeting, storing and discussing. It’s furniture features in permanent collections of renowned museums
such as the Museum of Modern Art in New York and Centre Pompidou in Paris.
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